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QUESTION 1

HOTSPOT 

You have a canvas app that contains the following text input fields: Id, FirstName, LastName. The app also has a button
named Button1. 

The OnSelect property for Button1 contains the following expression: 

Collect(People, {Id:Id.Text, FirstName:FirstName.Text, LastName:LastName.Text}) 

For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

Box 1: Yes 

If the data source doesn\\'t already exist, a collection is created. 

Box 2: No 
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Note: The Collect function adds records to a data source. The items to be added can be: 

1. 

A single value: The value is placed in the Value field of a new record. All other properties are left blank. 

2. 

A record: Each named property is placed in the corresponding property of a new record. All other properties are left
blank. 

3. 

A table: Each record of the table is added as a separate record of the data source as described above. The table isn\\'t
added as a nested table to a record. To do this, wrap the table in a record first. 

Box 3: No 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/maker/canvas-apps/functions/function-clear-collect-clearcollect 

 

QUESTION 2

HOTSPOT 

You ate a Dynamics 365 help desk administrator 

You need to create a dashboard that displays information on help desk cases that ate handled each week. Which
dashboard components should you use? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 

System Personal Personal Personal System https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/customer-
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engagement/basics/add-edit- power-bi-visualizations-dashboard 

 

QUESTION 3

HOTSPOT 

You are a Dynamics 365 Customer Service administrator. 

Users report that the main form does not display data from other entities or allow them to edit data from other entities. 

You need to embed information from other entities in the form and allow users to edit the data. 

Which actions should you perform? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/maker/model-driven-apps/create-edit-quick-create-forms 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/customerengagement/on-premises/customize/create-edit-quick-view-
forms 

 

QUESTION 4

You are a Dynamics 365 Customer Service system administrator. You create an app for the sales team. 

Members of the sales team cannot access the app. 

You need to ensure that sales team members can access the app. 

Where should you configure app permissions? 

A. Security Roles 

B. Manage Roles 

C. Dynamics administration center 

D. Dynamics 365 home 

Correct Answer: B 

Manage access to apps by using security roles. 

You can choose what users see and access from the My Apps page or the Customer Engagement home page by giving
app access to specific security roles. Users will have access to apps based on the security roles they\\'re assigned to. 

1.
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 Go to Settings > My Apps. 

2.

 In the lower-right corner of the app tile you want to manage access for, select More options (...), and then select
Manage Roles. 

3.

 Enter the following in the Manage Roles dialog box: a) App URL Suffix b) Roles c) Select Save. 

4.

 Refresh the My Apps page. 

5.

 Go to the Apps Being Edited view, and publish the app again. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/customer-engagement/customize/manage-access-apps-security-roles 

 

QUESTION 5

A company is implementing Power Apps and Power Automate. 

Several components are created within Power Apps, Microsoft Dataverse, and Power Automate. These components
must be promoted from the development environment to the user acceptance test environment in a single solution
package. 

You need to create the solution package for promotion. 

Where should you create the package? 

A. Azure DevOps 

B. Power Apps designer 

C. Microsoft Power Platform admin center 

D. Azure portal 

E. Office 365 admin center 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: 

To create a solution: 

0.

 Start Microsoft Power Platform admin center 

1.
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 Sign in to Power Apps and select Solutions from the left navigation. 

2.

 Select New solution and then complete the required columns for the solution. 

3.

 Select Save. 

Then add components to the solution. 

Note: The Power Platform admin center provides a unified portal for administrators to manage environments and
settings for Power Apps, Power Automate, and customer engagement apps (Dynamics 365 Sales, Dynamics 365
Customer 

Service, Dynamics 365 Field Service, Dynamics 365 Marketing, and Dynamics 365 Project Service Automation). 

Incorrect: 

Not B: Power Apps Studio is the app designer used for building canvas apps. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/maker/data-platform/create-solution 

 

QUESTION 6

DRAG DROP 

You modify a model-driven app for a bicycle repair help desk. The model-driven app is for help desk users when
customers have an issue with their bicycle. 

After you add a custom table named bicycle, you configure the table for Microsoft Dataverse search. The table will
contain information from callers about their bicycles. The account table is related to the custom table. Contact
information is 

brought over to the custom table. 

You add the following columns to the table: 

1.

 Bicycle type 

2.

 Tire brand 

3.

 Special equipment 

Users must be able to perform the following types of searches: 
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Search for all customers who have a bicycle type of Contoso and live in Florida. Search all tables for any record that
contains the word broken. You need to decide which type of search will give you the results desired. 

Which search should you configure? To answer, drag the appropriate search types to the correct requirements. Each
search type may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or
scroll to 

view content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: Advanced find 

Operators for advanced search: Lets you use simple Boolean operators in your search term and craft the query to get
the results you want. 

Box 2: Dataverse search 

Dataverse search helps you quickly find what you\\'re looking for. It delivers fast and comprehensive results across
multiple tables in a single list, sorted by relevance. 

 

QUESTION 7

You have a canvas app with an embedded Power Bl tile. 

You share the canvas app. Users report that they are unable to access the Power Bl content. 

You need to determine why users are unable to access the content 

What is the cause of the user s problems? 

A. The Power Bl dashboard is not shared. 

B. The Power Bl interactions property on the Power Bl tiles is set to Off. 

C. The Power Bl connection is not shared. 

D. The Power Bl Display mode property on the Power Bl tiles is set to Disabled 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: When embedding a Power BI tile in a Canvas app, there are several factors that must be considered in
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order to ensure that users have access to the content. One of the most important is sharing the Power BI dashboard
that the 

tile is embedded in. If the dashboard is not shared with the users, they will not be able to view the content in the tile. To
share a Power BI dashboard, you must have the "Edit" permission for the dashboard. Once you have this permission,
you 

can share the dashboard with other users by following these steps: 

Open the Power BI service and navigate to the dashboard that you want to share. Click the "Share" button in the top-
right corner of the dashboard. In the "Share" pane that appears, enter the email addresses of the users that you want to 

share the dashboard with. 

Select the level of access that you want to grant to the users. You can choose to give them "View" access, which allows
them to view the dashboard but not make changes, or "Edit" access, which allows them to view and make changes to
the 

dashboard. 

Click the "Share" button to share the dashboard with the users. Additionally, there are other factors that could cause
user\\'s problems: 

B. The Power Bl interactions property on the Power Bl tiles is set to Off. In that case, the user\\'s won\\'t be able to
interact with the visuals. C. The Power Bl connection is not shared. In that case, the user\\'s won\\'t have the access to
the data source 

D. The Power Bl Display mode property on the Power Bl tiles is set to Disabled, in that case the user\\'s won\\'t see the
tile It is important to check all of these factors and ensure that they are properly configured in order to ensure that users
have access to the content. References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/service-admin-share-dashboard
https://docs.microsoft.com/en- us/powerapps/maker/canvas-apps/embed-power-bi https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/power-bi/service- embed-content/embed-inpowerapps 

 

QUESTION 8

HOTSPOT 

You are creating a business process flow for a Power Apps app. 

The business process flow must meet the following requirements: 

1. 

Must be available offline. 

2. 

Send an email to the team when a record is created. 

You need to set up business process flow. 

What should you do? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

Each correct selection is worth one point 
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Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 9

A company uses Power Apps. 

The company plans to create a canvas app that uses a responsive design. 

You need to configure the app. 

Which two actions should you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. Disable the Scale to fit setting. 

B. Configure the height and width properties by using drag handles. 

C. Enable the lock orientation setting. 

D. Configure the height and width properties by using a formula. 

Correct Answer: AD 
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Explanation: 

Create responsive layouts in canvas apps 

Disable Scale to fit 

You can configure each screen so that its layout adapts to the actual space in which the app is running. 

You activate responsiveness by turning off the app\\'s Scale to fit setting, which is on by default. When you turn this
setting off, you also turn off Lock aspect ratio because you\\'re no longer designing for a specific screen shape. (You
can still 

specify whether your app supports device rotation.) 

Use formulas for dynamic layout 

To create a responsive design, you locate and size each control by using formulas instead of absolute (constant)
coordinate values. These formulas express each control\\'s position and size in terms of the overall screen size or
relative to 

other controls on the screen. 

 

QUESTION 10

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You administer the Microsoft 365 and Power Platform environments for Contoso, Ltd. The company has a model-driven
app that is used to track customer interactions with employees. The app uses standard table types for customers. A
user 

named Elisabeth Rice signs in to the app by using the following sign in name: Elisabeth.Rice@contoso.com. 

After marriage, Elisabeth changes her legal name to Elisabeth Mueller. 

You need to update the sign in name for the user without losing any application history. 

Solution: Change Elizabeth\\'s username in the user record for the app. 

Does the solution meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B  

 

QUESTION 11
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You need to design the resort portal\\'s email registration process. Which solution should you use? 

A. Default the invitation code from the email upon logging into the portal 

B. Auto-populate the invitation code field on the sign in screen from the email link 

C. Embed the invitation code in the email link URL 

D. Send the customer their username and temporary password in the email link 

Correct Answer: C 

Scenario: Guests must receive a separate email to verify proof of ownership for their registration. 

Note: You can setup redeem an invitation code for power apps portal. 

Reference: 

https://carldesouza.com/how-to-setup-redeem-an-invitation-code-for-power-apps-portal/ 

 

QUESTION 12

You are creating a Power Virtual Agents chatbot for a Microsoft Power Platform power apps portal app. 

The job title of users must be stored automatically when users log in. The job title must always appear in the chatbot. 

You need to configure the job title functionality. 

Which mechanism should you use? 

A. artificial intelligence 

B. variable 

C. entity 

D. topic 

Correct Answer: B 

After enabling the Authentication, you will now have access to Two variables, bot.UserDisplayName bot.UserId
Reference: https://powerusers.microsoft.com/t5/Power-Virtual-Agents-Community/Getting-User-Details-To-Use-In-
Power-Virtual-Agents-In-Teams/ba-p/744934 

 

QUESTION 13

You are a Dynamics 365 administrator for a veterinarian clinic. 

On the client appointment form, there is a dropdown field for clients to select their type of pet. If a client selects the
option Other, the veterinarian wants a text field to appear so that additional details can be added. 

You need to create a dynamically visible field. 
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What should you configure? 

A. field visibility on the form 

B. workflow 

C. business process flow 

D. business rule 

Correct Answer: D 

https://www.sherweb.com/blog/dynamics-365/configuring-business-rules-within-microsoft-dynamics-365-crm/ 

 

QUESTION 14

A company collaborates by using Microsoft Teams. 

You must create a Power Apps app directly from within a Teams channel. The app will be used by members of the
channel to manage sales orders. 

You need to create the app by using Dataverse for Teams. 

How should you create the app? 

A. Create a canvas app by using a Power Apps personal app in Teams. 

B. Create a canvas app by using the App Studio app. 

C. Use the Power Apps web designer. 

D. Create a model-driven app by using the App Studio app 

Correct Answer: A 

The personal app can be shared in the team! 

 

QUESTION 15

DRAG DROP 

You are designing an app for a bank. 

You must create entities for the app and configure relationships between entities: 
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Which relationship types should you use? To answer, drag the appropriate relationship types to the correct
requirements. Each relationship type may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split
bar between 

panes or scroll to view content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: N:1 You add a lookup column with a many-to-one relationship. Box 2: N:N 

Box 3: N:1 Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/maker/data-platform/data-platform-entity-lookup 
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